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HP ESTIMATES FOR BI-INVARIANT OPERATORS
ON COMPACT LIE GROUPS

DASHAN FAN AND ZENGFU XU

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to extend to compact Lie groups

a Hörmander multiplier theorem concerning translation invariant operators on

Hardy spaces Hp , 0 < p < 1.

1. Introduction

Suppose that G is a semisimple compact Lie group and G is a maximal
collection of inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of G. Given a

bounded multisequence {w(A)}. £, m(X) e C, define the operator T on the

space of finite linear combinations of entry functions on G by writing

(1.1) (Tf)(X) = mWf(X),       XeG.

T commutes with left and right translation. If / e HP(G), then the Hilbert-

Schmidt norm of / satisfies

(1.2) in/win <cii/iiK^r2i^+^r(1/p"1)

(see [X]). It follows that if m 6 L°°(G), then / -► Tf is well defined from
HP(G) to the Schwartz distribution space 7(G). We say m is a Fourier mul-

tiplier of HP(G) if this mapping takes Hp continuously into Hp .

Let dim G = n , I = rank G. Then G can be identified with a subset of a
lattice in R'. Hence we can speak of the partial difference operator 6J acting

on multisequences imW},£Q with J = (jx, ... , J¡) a multi-index of order

\J\-h+~' + Jl-
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 1.3. Let s be the smallest even integer such that s > § - f > where

0 < p < 1. Suppose that m e L°° and that for all J with \J\ < s and all
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R>0

(1.4) Yl    \SJm(X)\2<CRl-W.
R<\X\<2R

Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Hp(G).

Similar theorems in other spaces can be found in [BS, CW, W].

2. Notation and definitions

Let G be a connected, simply connected, compact semisimple Lie group of

dimension n . Let ^ be the Lie algebra of G and t the Lie algebra of a fixed
maximal torus T in G of dimension /. Let A be a system of positive roots

for (^, /) so that Card(^) = *=¡-, and let ß = \ £Q€y4 a.

Let | • | be the norm on ? induced by the negative of the Killing form B

on pc , the complexification of p . Then | • | induces a bi-invariant metric d

on G. Furthermore, since B\cc^ec is nondegenerate, given X e homc(/c, C),

there is a unique Hx in fc such that X(H) = B(H, Hk) for each H e tc . We
let ( , ) and || || denote the inner product and norm transferred from ( to

t* (the dual of t) by means of this canonical isomorphism and let S, be this
natural map of t onto t*.

Let N = {H e e , expH = e} , e being the identity in G. The weight lattice
P is defined by P = {X e t, (X, x) e 2tCL , any x e N} with dominant weights

defined by A = {X e P, (X, a) > 0, any a e A}. We can identify G with
this A because A provides a full set of parameters for the equivalence classes
of unitary irreducible representations of G. For X e A the representation U¿
has dimension

and its associated character is

[     ] XÁ)~    ¿Zw€yye(w)e^ß,X)    >

where x e¿ , W is the Weyl group, and s(w) is the signature of w e W. Let
Xx, ... , Xn be an orthonormal basis of ? . Form the Casimir operator

(2.3) A = E*i-
i=i

This is an elliptic bi-invariant operator which is independent of the choice of
orthonormal basis of p. The solution of the Poisson equation on G x R+

(2.4) A<t>(g,t) = Ç£(g,t),        <p(g,0) = f(g),

for / e L(G) is given by

(2.5) d>(g,t) = (Pt*fi)(g),
where

(2.6) Pt(x) = Y^"(U+^-m^dxXÁx)

is the Poisson kernel.
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Definition. For 0 < p < oc the Hardy space HP(G) is the collection of / e 7

such that

(2.7) \\fi\\HP(G) = sup I Pt * fi\
r>0

< 00.

LP(G)

Since the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function is a bounded operator from
LP(G) to LP(G) if 1 < p < oc and since the Hardy-Littlewood maximal

function majorizes the function supr>0 \Pt *fi\, we see from [BF] that HP(G) =
17(G) if 1 < p < oo. In [W] Weiss proved the same multiplier theorem for

the case of 1 < p < oo by a method of Littlewood-Paley theory. Following

his method, we easily obtain the boundedness result for the case 0 < p < 1
if m satisfies the Hörmander condition s > j. But obviously this result is

not as precise as the condition s > * — f in Theorem 1.3. To get this precise

valve s, we need to introduce the atomic characterization of HP(G) space.

The following definition of atomic HP on G was given in [C] (see [CW1, FS,

L, CL] for the equivalent definitions on other spaces).

An exceptional atom is an L°° function bounded by 1. In order to define a
regular atom, we consider a faithful unitary representation n of G such that
n(C7) = U(L, C). Then G can be identified as a submanifold in a real vector

space E underlying End(CL). Now a regular (p, oo, N) atom for 0 < p < 1

is a function a(x) supported in some ball B(y, p) such that

(2.8) IN!«, </>-"/j\

(2.9) [ a(x)P(Yl(x))dx = 0,
Jg

where P is any polynomial on E of degree less than or equal to N = [n ( j¡ -1 )].

The space H%(G), 0 < p < 1, is the space of all / e 7(G) having the form

(2.10) fi = Y,ckak   with Y,\ck\"<™,

where each a(x) is either a regular atom or an exceptional atom. The "norm"

H/Htfp is the infimum of all expressions (Yl\ck\p)^p for which we have such

a representation of /. Various characterizations of Hardy spaces on compact
Lie groups were studied in [BF]. In particular, we have ||/||#o = WfWfjp ; hence,

HP(G) = H%(G). For this reason in the sequel we only need to prove Theorem

1.3 for the atomic Hp spaces.

Recall that difference operators 8> are defined on sequences by

(2.11) ôx(an) = an+x-an,       ô»l(a„) = ôl(#(an)).

Given an /-tuple J = (jx, ..., j¡) of nonnegative integers, the partial difference

operator ôJ is defined analogously on multisequences {mW}X€£-

Finally, in the remaining portion of this paper, the letter C will denote
(possibly different) constants that are independent of the essential variables in
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the argument; this independence will be clear from the context.

3. Some lemmas

Take radial functions n, ip e C°°(t) with

(3.1)
0<n<l,        n(H)=l   for±<|#|<2,        supon c {¿ < \H\ < 4};

00

(3.2) 0 < ^ < 1,        supp^c{±<|#|<2}, Y, y/(2-JH) = l.
jm-CC

Then y/n = y/, and for any atom a(x)

00 oo

(3.3) Ta(x) = J2 fj* bi(x) » £¿ * bÁx)>
;=-oo ;=0

where

fij(x) = Y^dxmWr, (^7^) *»<*) ■
A€G

*,<*) = £¿^ (^7^) ^(¿WC/,(X)).

A€G

Thus f = bj = 0 if j < 0. For these ./} 's and ¿>js we have the following

lemmas.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose m(X) satisfies (1.4) vvi'iA s being the smallest even integer
such that s > £ - £. 7/At?«

(3-5) ll/J><C,

(3.6) / |/,(x)|2[l + (2J\x\)2f dx < CV» ,
Jg

where \x\ = d(x, e) is the distance between x and e.

Proof. First we introduce a function y(x) which was defined in [W]. Let \W\

be the order of the Weyl group. For x e G, x conjugate to a point exp(£-1T),

rer.we set y(x) = (Ewefvei{w{ß)'x)) ~ \w\- Then ?(x) ~ M2 (see [W,
Lemma 9]). Now by Holder's inequality

ll/ylli < [Jg \fj(x)\2[l + (2j\x\)2f dx}     {£[1 + (2J\x\2r dx}     =IxxI2.

We estimate Ix and I2 separately:

(Ix)2 =f^Ck ( (V\x\)2k\fi}(x)\2dx
kTo     Jg

< ¿Q(2')2* j y(x)k\fj(x)\2dx = J2ck(2j)2k\\yk/2fij\\22.
I—n •'G ,—nfe=0 "" k=0
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Using [C, Corollary (20) and Lemma 10] (together with the corollaries following

that lemma), we have

(IX)2 < cJ2Ck(y)2kj: [ôk'2 (dxm(X)n i^Pj) '
k=0 X€Gk=0

s

<c£C*22^        £

k=0 V-¡<\X+fi\<2'+¡

Ô'(m(X))ô"(\X\("-!V2)ô'"(n \* + ß\
V

< cY,ck(v)2k[(vr-^2-""-"'"]2    y.   (*'(>»w))2
k=0 2'~]<\X+ß\<V+'

< cYCk(2i)2k+n-'-2q"-2q'"+l-2q' < CV\

k=0

where 8', 6", S'" are partial difference operators of order q', q", q"' and q' +

q" + q'" = k. This proves (3.6), but it is easy to check that (I2)2 < C2~J" . So
Lemma 3.4 is proved.

Lemma 3.7. Let a(x) be a regular (p, oo, N) atom with supp a c B(e, p)

and r e N+ . Suppose that io e N is such that 2'° is sufficiently large. Then for

j > k
( Cpx+n+N-n!p2J(N+n+x-r\d(x, e)-r + A^(x)~x)

ifid(x, e) > 2~J + p and 2*p < 1,
C p-n/p+n+N+X2J(N+n+X)

ifd(x, e) < 2~j+2 - p and 2jp < 1,

Cp-n/P+n2J(n-r)[A^x > e)-r + M(A^~X)(x)]

whenever 21 p > 1 and d(x, e) > 2p,

\bj(x)\ < {

where

(3.8) A^(x)=A^j)(expH) = W sup(2-j,sina(H)/2)
a£A

and M(A^~X) is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of (A(j))-1.

Proof. Observe that b¡ = a*'F,, where

(3.9) -Fy(x)-j:*r(]^)z.W.
XZG

A similar argument to the proof of (6.2) in [C] gives the lemma.

Lemma 3.10. Let a(x) be either an exceptional atom or a (p,oo, N) atom

for 0 < p < 1. If (Tfi)h(X) = m(X)f(X) with m(X) satisfying (1.4), then
\\Ta\\p < C, where C is a constant independent of a(x) and N = [n(j¡ - 1)].

Proof. We know from [W] that this T is a bounded operator in L2(G). Thus,

the lemma follows for any exceptional atom a(x). For a regular (p, oo, N)

atom a(x) without loss of generality we can assume that supp a c B(e, p).
Take a positive integer j0 = jo(p) such that 2jop < e0/4 < 2jo+xp. Here e0 is a

positive number lying in the interval (0, 1) suchthat exp-1 -Lx-x is an analytic
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diffeomorphism of B(x, en) onto B(0, eo), a ball centered at the origin of ?.
(Lx is the left translation by x.)

Let

Uq = {x e G : d(x, e) < 2p},

Uk = {xeG:2kp<d(x,e)<2k+xp}   fork= 1,2,..., j0,

U = {xeG:d(x,e)> 2j°~2p}.

By Holder's inequality we have

HT-flH, <C j £ (^ \Ta(x)\dxJ(2kp)^-^+ ^\Ta(x)\dx^

Fix an i'o € N so that 2'° is as large as in Lemma 3.7. Then we need only
show

Mp) / , \j
(3.11) o=Y,    /   \Ta(x)\dx)  (2kp)n{l-p)<C,

(3.12) i \Ta(x)\dx<C
Ju

with C independent of a. We will only give a proof of (3.11) and (3.12) can

be proved in a similar way. By (3.3) we have o < Yf¡=x a¡ > where

70(P)¿0-1     /    r \P

(3.13) ff' = E E (/   \fj*bj(x)\dxj  (2V)"(1-p),
fe-io ;=0  '

JO(P) Â(/>)VOW 70W    ,   r \p

(3.14) 0-2 = E E    /   \fj*bj(x)\dx)  (2kp)«x-p\

oo     Jo(P)   /   » \ p

(3.15)       (73= e Ë(y i/;-**;(*)i¿*J (2Vr(1-p
M/o+1 k=i0   Vl/C/*

We can assume that p < 1 . Observe that HX-^Hoo < C for j < /n- As a

result we have ||A/||oo < C, and then by Lemma 3.4, ox < C.

For o2 we observe that in < J < ./u(/>) • Hence 2-'/? < 1. Let Uk be the

union of Uk-X, Uk , and (4+1. Then for x eUk

\fj*bj(x)\<Ê, [ \fj(y)bj(y-ix)\dy+ i  \fj(y)bj(y-xx)\dy
i=oJv' Ju<<

+ E   /  \fj(y)bj(y-lx)\dy     \fj(y)bj(y-xx)\dy
i=T+2Ju> Ju

4

= E7'W-
i=i

(3.16) / Ix(x)dx<J2 [ \fj(y)\ (f \bj(y-xx)\dx) dy.
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Notice that y eU¡   (l < k-2) and x e Uk imply that d(y~xx, e) > p2k~x.
We estimate (3.16) in the following two cases.

Case (i). 2k~xp > 2~j+x. In this case by Lemma 3.7 we have

/  \bj(y-lx)\dx
Juk

<C(2jp)n+N+x-nlp(2j)nlp-r I (d(y~lx,e)-r + A^(y-xx)-x)dx.

Juk

By the Weyl integral formula

/ \A^(x)\~2dx < f \D(H)\2A^(expH)~2dH < 1,
Jg Jq

where D(H) = YlaeA sina(H)/2 is the Weyl denominator and Q is the funda-

mental domain of T containing 0. Hence, owing to 2kp < 1,

f  \bj(y~xx)\ dx < C(Vp)n+N+x-n'p(V)nlp-r{(2kp)n~r + (2kp)"/2}

Juk
< C(2Jn)~nlp+n+N+x2^nlp~r\2kp)~r+n.

Put ¿o = |ln(2V)|/ln2. Then 2*° = (Vp)~x and

V'o(p) Jo(p)
E     (2kp)"-rp < C E (2kp)"~rp < C2jp{r-"lp).

fc=i0 k=k(¡
2k-'p>2l-i

Thus by Lemma 3.4,

Ja(p)      Jo(P) ,  , \p Jo(p)

E      E     (2kP)n{l~p) ( /   h(x)dx\   <cY,(2jP)p{l+n+N~n/p)<C.
;»«o      k=i0 ^ ' j=k

2k-lp>2l~J

Case (ii). 2k~xp < 2~J+X. In this case we write

/ \bj(y-xx)\dx= [ + [ =JX+J2.
JUk JukCx{d(y-ix,e)<2-J+'1}      Jukr\{d(y-^x ,e)>2~i*1}

By Lemma 3.7,

J   < QpN+n+X-n/p2J(N+n+X)/2-j\n _ çnip)n+N+X~nlp(2Í)~n+nlp

and J2 is bounded by

Cpn+N+X-n/p^N+n+X-r f (d(y~xx, e)~r + A^(y-Xx)-X)dx

Jukn{d(y-ix,e)>2-J+>}

< Cpn+N+x-nlp(V)n+N+x-r{(2-i)-r(2kp)n + (2kp)n/2}

< Cp"+N+x~n/p(2J)n+N+x~r{(2~-')~r+'l(2~J)n^2}

< C(2J n)N+n+l-nlP(2J)~n+n/p.

If p < 1, then

Jo(P) ko
y^  (2fco)"(i-p) < y^(2n(-x-phknn(x-p) < C2jpin~n/p).

k=i k=io
2k~xp<2x-i
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If p = 1, then

Jo(p) ko
E      (2kp)"ll-ri < E(2V)-1/2v/2 J < Cp~x/2V2 !.

k=i fc=i'o
2*~V<2"J+'

Therefore, for 0 < p < 1 we have, by Lemma 3.4 and the choice of j0(p),

E      E     (2kP)n{i-p){      Ix(x)dx)   <C

j=io       k=i0 ^ }
2k-¡p<2'-'

and

JoiP)Jo(p) , r \p

(3.17) EE^)"0"^    /  h(x)dx)   <C.
j=kk=i0 Vvk J

Similarly we have for 0 < p < 1

Ja(P)jo(p) ,   . v p

(3.18) EE(2^)"(1"/')    /   h(x)dx)   <C.

Also notice

/ h(x)dx< I  \fj(y)\([  \bj(y-xx)\dx) dy.
Juk Juk \JUk 7

By Lemma 3.7 and the Weyl integral formula we have for x e Uk , y e Ük

f  \bj(y-xx)\dx= [ + f
JUk JUkn{d(y,x)<2-'+>}      J Ukn{dty ,x)>2~J*'}

< cpx+n+N~"lp(2J)n+N+x(2~i)n + Cnn+N+l-"/P(2J)n+N+x~r

(3.19)
IUkn{d(y,x)>2-i-n}

< C(2Jp)n+N+x-n/p{(2j)-n+n/p + (2J)-T+n'p(2j{r-n) + (2kp)nl2)}

< C(2>p)n+x+N~nlP2j(~n+nlp).

By Lemma 3.4 we have

(3.20) /  \fj(y)\dy<C2J{-s+n/2](2kp)-s+n'2.
Jvk

Thus for 2kp > 2~J

Jo(P)    Jo(p)

x / (d(y,x)-r + AU](y~xx))dx
JUirn(d(v,x)>2-J*n

iowi    ja\ei      /   . \p

E E {jvh{x)dx) (lkp)n(X-p)
j=io     k=io      ^Uk

2kp>2~'

Jo(p) jo(p)
< Q "^ QÏp}(n+X+X-nlp)p2Jp(nlp-s-nl2) V^ tykp\p{n/p-s-n/2) < q

;='o fc=/co
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For 2kp < 2~J the same estimate can be obtained by using the fact that \\fj\\x <

C instead of (3.20). Therefore,

Jo{P)Jo(P) ,    , \ p

(3.21) EE(2^)"(1_P)    /   h(x)dx)   <C.

As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we can show that

\fj(x)\dx<C2j<--5+n'VL
and then obtain

Jo(P) Jo{p) /   , \pjo\e) jQ\fi /  /. \p

(3.22) EE(2^)"(1",')(y[//4W^J   <C
j'k k=i0 ^JUk

The estimates (3.17), (3.18), (3.21), and (3.22) gives o2 < C. Similarly we can
prove 03 < C. Estimate (3.11) is therefore proved.

4. Proof of the main theorem

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.3. By the atomic decomposition of

Hardy spaces it is enough to prove that

(4.1) ||raiu,,<c
uniformly for each regular (p, oo, N) atom a(x).

In order to prove (4.1) we will introduce the generalized Riesz transforms

on compact Lie groups which were studied in [BX]. For an integer L > 0

and a multi-index J = (jx, ... , jr.) e {0, 1, ... , n}L let Rj(fi) denote the

generalized transform Rj(f) = Rjl-RjLf, where Rj(f) is the jth Riesz

transform of / if j ^ 0 and Rofi = /. We can prove (see [BX] for the proof)

that for p>(n- l)/(n - 1 + L) and all feL2r\Hp

(4.2) E WRj(f)Wp - 11/11«" >        IIW)H"' < C\\f\\H,.
j

The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now easy to obtain from (4.2) and Lemma 3.10.
For any p e (0,1] take L large enough so that p > (n - l)/(n - 1 + L).

For any (p, oo, N) atom a(x) we have the atomic decomposition of Rj(a),

Rj(a) = ¿Z^ibi, where the b¡ 's are atoms and £ \Xj\p a Rj(a)\pHP < C. Now

notice that both T and Rj are convolution operators, so by (4.2) and Lemma

3.10 we have

lirais < CY,\\T(Rj(a)Wp < C^iHlTbilfp < C.
j i

Thus Theorem 1.3 is proved. We now easily obtain an application as follows.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose T is the bi-invariant operator associated to the multiplier

m(X) = \\X + ß\\'a for some a e R. Then T is bounded in Hp spaces for any

0<p<l.

5. A THEOREM ON  SU(2)

The operators studied above are all bi-invariant (central operators). But it is
also possible to study some kind of non-bi-invariant operators including the well-
known Riesz transforms (see [S] for the definitions). For the sake of simplicity
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we will study this case on the simplest compact Lie group SU(2), but the idea

should work on general compact Lie groups. Recall X¡ (i = 1,2,3) is an

orthonormal basis on the Lie algebra of SU(2). For any bi-invariant operator

T associated with a multiplier m(X) we write Tfi = f * K and define a new
operator 77]f = f* X}K. Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let s be the smallest even integer such that s > | — \. Suppose

that m(X) e L°° and that for all integer J with 0 < J < s and all R>0

(5.2) E    \âJm(À)\2 $ CR-2J-X.
R<\X\<2R

Then 77] is a linear bounded operator on HP(S\3(2))  (0 < p < 1).

Proof. On SU(2) the kernel of this operator 77] is

(5.3) Jf(x) = ^m(X)XXjXx(x).
x>x

By [M] we know

(5.4) Xjxx(x) = {(A + 1)^-1 (x) - (X-l)xx+x(x)}E(x),

where E(x) = XjXi(x){3 - X3(x)}~i — |x|_1. Thus a simple computation

shows

377(x) = E(«(A + 1) - m(X))(X2 + 2)Xi(x)E(x)
X>2

(5.4) + E(WW - m^ - X))(k2 + 2)Xx(x)E(x)
X>2

+ E 3X(m(X + 1) - m(X - l))Xl(x)E(x) + 0(\x\~x).
X>2

Now the proof of the theorem is easily obtained by mimicking the proofs of
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.10 and (4.1). We leave these details to the reader.
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